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Abstract
The paper describes an approach to easily conduct
analysis of source-code differences. The approach is
termed meta-differencing to reflect the fact that
additional knowledge of the differences can be
automatically derived. Meta-differencing is supported by
an underlying source-code representation developed by
the authors. The representation, srcML, is an XML
format that explicitly embeds abstract syntax within the
source code while preserving the documentary structure
as dictated by the developer. XML tools are leveraged
together with standard differencing utilities (i.e., diff)
to generate a meta-difference. The meta-difference is
also represented in an XML format called srcDiff. The
meta-difference contains specific syntactic information
regarding the source-code changes. In turn this can be
queried and searched with XML tools for the purpose of
extracting information about the specifics of the changes.
A case study of using the meta-differencing approach on
an open-source system is presented to demonstrate its
usefulness and validity.

1. Introduction
Current mechanisms for source-code versioning do
not easily take advantage of structural and syntactic
information in the source code. This hinders the analysis
and manipulation of the difference information in a
version history to support complex development and
maintenance tasks.
The reason for these limitations is that popular
differencing algorithms and tools, i.e., UNIX utilities
diff and patch, take a character-based document view
of source-code files.
Obviously, this is not the
programmer-centric view of the source code as originally
entered into the file. In the diff view, all lexical
information in the file is preserved, differences are
changes to characters, but no information about the
syntactic-structure is explicitly stored.
An alternative approach is a compiler-centric or data
view of the source code (i.e., post parsing). In this view

all of the syntactical information is stored in an abstract
syntax tree (AST) and differences are operations on that
tree (or graph). In the process lexical information is lost
and there is a lack of traceability back to the original
source code document. In addition, only source code that
can produce an AST can be used and during maintenance
may be problematic.
The research presented here develops a fine-grained
syntactic-level differencing approach. This approach
directly supports the analysis of source-code differences.
We term this meta-differencing as additional knowledge
of the differences can be automatically derived through
simple queries. For example, one can automatically
determine that a condition in an if-statement was added
in a given change. Meta-differencing allows software
engineers to easily ask complex questions about the
differences between two versions of software. In order to
realize meta-differencing, an underlying infrastructure
with a new representation of source code is necessary.
Meta-differencing is built on top of an XML
representation of the source code, specifically srcML1 [4,
5, 19]. This representation explicitly embeds high-level
syntactic information within the source code in such a
way as to not interfere with the textual/documentary
context of the source code. The representation is unique
in that it preserves the programmer’s view of the source
code while at the same time explicitly adding parts of the
abstract syntax to the source. srcML directly supports
such things as lightweight fact extraction and
construction of source models (e.g., call graphs) using
standard XML tools such as XQuery and XPath. It also
supports the embedding of meta-information into the
source
(e.g.,
hyperlinks)
and
source-code
transformations.
By using this approach we can easily determine what
type of syntactic construct or program entity was
modified.
More importantly, we can track the
morphological changes that occur within the source.
Because both the source code and the difference are
1
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represented in XML, the transformational language,
XSLT, can be used to model these changes.
The next section (2) describes the current state of
affairs with regards to conducting analysis of source-code
differences. Related research on differencing approaches
is examined in perspective to our work and their
limitations to this problem. Section 3 presents an
overview of the underlying infrastructure (i.e., srcML) to
address our problem. We also summarize supporting
evidence that srcML is a sound basis for difference
analysis.
Section 4 describes our approach and
introduces the concept and details of meta-differencing.
In an attempt to validate our approach we present a
small case study in section 5. We demonstrate our
approach by examining HippoDraw, a well known opensource application framework. We study the differences
between two versions of this system by asking a number
of questions regarding the nature of the changes.

2. Current Problems and Solutions
Current mechanisms for source code differencing
center on computing textual differences between two
files or comparing the parse trees generated for the
source code. In order to find the changes that occurred
between two existing source code documents either
textual, syntactic, or semantic differencing can be used
[6]. Most commercial tools use textual deltas with
syntactic and semantic deltas used for operations such as
merging [23]. The most popular differencing algorithms
and tools, i.e., UNIX utilities diff [16] and patch,
take a character-based document view of source code
files. In the case of the extraction of textual differences
using diff [16] (or a variation), line differences
between two files are found with added/deleted/changed
lines recorded by their line numbers in the files and by
changed content. The lines in the file are compared using
the LCS (Longest Common Subsequence) algorithm [17]
which is computed relatively efficiently. Because the
comparison is character-based the algorithm can be
applied to any text file. Since the algorithm ignores the
underlying syntax of the source code it is very robust and
tolerant of source-code irregularities.
The UNIX utility patch can then be used to generate
a modified version of the document given the original
version and the output of diff. In the extraction and
application of differences the character-based view used
in both the difference extraction by diff and the
application by patch allows these utilities to preserve
the original textual information and context of the source
code.
Differences can also be found at the syntactical level.
In general this is a difference comparison of two AST’s.
Syntactical differencing has been primarily used for
improving merging of differences [23]. The main

drawback is that the algorithm must understand the
syntax of the source code, and the difference comparison
is typically not as efficient as LCS.
Of particular interest is the work by Hunt, on LTDIFF
[13] where the LCS algorithm is used on sequences in the
parse tree combining the advantages of syntactic
information with the efficiency and results of the LCS
algorithm [13]. In its worst case the resulting difference
algorithm is as efficient as the LCS algorithm. This
approach has been applied to merging in ELAM
(Extensible Language Aware Merging) [13] for syntactic
merging. Hunt identifies that full support of nonlanguage constructs, such as comments and preprocessor
directives, are necessary for full practical application of
syntactic differencing [14].
In semantic differencing, such as in [12], code
segments are considered equivalent if they perform the
same computation. The general case is undecidable
therefore limited heuristics have been developed [15].
In the work by Magnusson et al. [18], fine-grained
version control is used in a collaborative software
environment. Individual elements inside source-code
documents are selected for version control. The elements
used are then set for the entire project. In the Fluid
project [30] a fine-grained version-control infrastructure
for trees, such as AST's is provided. Both of these cases
are complete source-code management systems and are
not directly compatible with other versioning systems.
Differences are also of interest in the area of mobilecode systems where the need to be able to update code
easily is necessary. The model CodeWeave has been
proposed for fine-grained mobility of code [22] and is
implemented using XML for a simple programming
language [8].

2.1. Limitations of Character-Based Solutions
Textual-differencing approaches are limited to a linelevel granularity. That is, the difference algorithms find
line-based differences, represent the differences as
changes between lines, and apply the differences to
individual lines in the patched file. Extraction is limited
to differences between multiple versions of the same file
and the application of a patch is on an entire file.
Other limitations of textual differences concern both
the given location and content of a change, i.e., where a
change occurred and what changed. Both limitations
cause problems for the analysis of source-code changes.
For the location of a change a general-purpose textual
difference has no choice but to refer to the physical line
location of where a change occurred. First, this gives no
context of the change with regards to the programminglanguage syntax and it can only be utilized in the context
of the original document. Secondly, a line number is not
robust in the case of further changes, e.g., the line

address of a difference will change when other
differences are made. Thirdly, what is a single syntactic
change to the programmer may be represented as two
individual line changes (e.g., moving all of the statements
inside of an if-statement block by deleting the starting
and ending lines for the block). For the contents of the
change we are given the line and without knowing the
specific context of the change we are unable to easily
determine exactly what was changed. Only by close
manual examination of the source code can we determine
what syntactic elements in the code were changed.
These textually-based tools are often at odds with the
syntactic structure of the source code crosscutting the
structure that the developer understands and hindering
the analysis, manipulation, and tool construction based
on source-code differences. During the extraction of
differences this character-based view hinders the support
of more abstract extraction mechanisms. Extraction of
syntactic-level elements is particularly difficult. For
example, a developer may be interested in extracting all
the changes to a specific function or only comment
changes.
Also problematic in the character-based view is such
things as expressing the difference between two versions
in a form that a developer easily understands.
Determining the characteristics of a set of changes and
placing them into categories is also difficult. This would
be useful for detecting when only documentary changes
occur, i.e., changes only to white space and comments,
with no changes to the interface or logic.

In general there is no practical means to search the
differences for particular code patterns or construct
queries on the differences, e.g., detection of the version
in which a particular function last changed.
With regard to patching, the character-based view
inhibits applying fine-grained differences.
The
differences cannot be applied to individual syntactic
elements, specific locations in the source code, or based
on a category that the patch is in. A large patch (such as
for an API change) cannot be split into a series of
patches, where each patch only changes small groups of
functions at a time.

3. Supporting Difference Analysis
To realize meta-differencing we utilize an underlying
XML representation, namely srcML, for the source code
that explicitly embeds syntactic information with the
source. srcML is a synergistic representation that
preserves the textual context of the source code while
adding the required abstract syntactic context.
Additionally, srcML can represent source code at all
stages of development and evolution, e.g., noncompilable code and code fragments.
The current popular use of differencing gives a model
for what is required to successfully enhance the analysis
of differencing. In order to represent the differences
between source-code documents, the representation must
preserve all textual information in its original order, and
allow access to all textual information at the same level.
It must also be able to handle source code in a realistic
state, i.e., code fragments and un-compilable code

3.1. Overview of Approach

Figure 1. Realizing meta-differencing by leveraging
XML representations, XML tools, and diff.

Figure 1 presents an overview of how the source code,
srcML, and meta-differencing tie together. At the bottom
layer is the source code and the results of diff
represented as simple text files. The next layer consists
of documents in srcML. We currently have a fairly
robust prototype to translate C++ to srcML that forms the
basis for much of this research. Once the source-code
file is represented in srcML one can utilize a wide array
of XML tools (e.g., XPath, XQuery, etc.) to construct
higher-level models. For example a static call graph
model can very easily be constructed from a given srcML
document. At the top layer, XML tools can again be
leveraged to construct applications. These applications
take the form of fact extractors, pretty printers
(reformatting), or other program-analysis tools. These
applications work on both the srcML and the higher-level
source models.
Meta-differencing
is
implemented
using
a
combination of diff and srcML by translating line
differences into srcML. This combines many advantages

the representation in srcML and the related source-code
(i.e., efficiency and robustness) of the character-based
document.
approach with a source-code representation that supports
A lightweight data view of source code is supported
both document and data views of source code. This
by the addition of XML elements to represent syntactic
syntactic view of the source code and the differences,
structures such as functions, classes, statements, and
along with higher-level source models, can then be
entire expressions.
Other structural information
opportunistically combined with XML tools to support
including macros, templates, and compiler directives
analysis and development tasks.
(e.g., #include), are also represented. The data view
The process starts at the textual layer with the source
stops at the expression level with only function calls and
code and the differences between them generated by
identifier names marked inside of expressions thus
diff. This is the view of the source code and the
allowing reasonable srcML file sizes. The srcML for the
version changes as used in popular versioning systems.
simple program below is given in Figure 2.
We must now raise the textual level of the differences to
a syntactic level just as we did for the source code. We
#include <iostream>
use a syntactical XML representation of the source-code
differences combining the srcML versions of the original
// A function
void
and modified documents along with their textual
f(int x)
differences. This format, called srcDiff, includes both
{
versions of the document and the required difference
std::cout << x + 10;
information.
}
As a result of using an XML
<unit xmlns="http://www.sdml.info/srcML/src" xmlns:cpp="http://www.sdml.info/srcML/cpp">
representation, locations in the
<cpp:include>#<cpp:directive>include</cpp:directive><cpp:file>&lt;iostream&gt;</cpp:file></cpp:include>
source code can be referenced
using XPath, the XML language
<comment type="line">// A function
for addressing locations inside
</comment><function><type>void</type>
<name>f</name><formal_params>(<param><type>int</type> <name>x</name></param>)</formal_params>
XML documents [29]. These
<block>{
addresses can be used to extract
<expr_stmt><expr><name>std::cout</name> &lt;&lt; <name>x</name> + 10</expr>;</expr_stmt>
particular source-code elements
}</block></function>
[4] and to form links to an
</unit>
element. Once in a syntacticFigure 2. Example of srcML.
level XML format standard XML
tools, API’s and programming
In this example we see that all of the original text is
languages (e.g., DOM, SAX, XPath, XSLT) can be used
present,
including the preprocessor directive include
to locate, query, and transform a combination of the
and
all
original
comments. Some of the original text that
source code and the differences. This allows for a wide
are
meta-characters
in XML, e.g., ‘&’, have been
variety of analysis, transformation, and practical
encoded but all text is preserved. The documentary
development tools to be constructed on this base.
structure of the original text including spacing and lines
The next section describes srcML in more detail,
are also preserved. The inserted XML tags allow for the
followed by a short description of how XML tools
addressing and location of textual elements according to
integrate with the representation. Then an example of
their location in the XML document.
using srcML as the basis for a lightweight C++ fact
The data view allows for a search-able and query-able
extractor is presented along with how abstract source
representation.
This can be mixed with a document view
models can be tied into this representation. A description
to
permit
multiple
levels of abstraction (or views), and
of how meta-differencing will be realized is then given
allows a data view of the document without losing any of
with a discussion on some limitations of this approach.
the document information. The reverse is also allowed
with document information, e.g., white space, comments,
3.2. Source Code Representation in srcML
etc., used in the data view for searches or queries.
Once the document is in srcML locations in the srcML
srcML (SouRce Code Markup Language) [4, 5, 19] is
document (and corresponding locations in the textual
an XML application that supports both document and
source-code document) can be referred to using the XML
data views of source code. The format adds structural
addressing language XPath. For example, to refer to the
information to raw source-code files. The document
second if-statement inside of a function named foo we
view of source code is supported by the preservation of
can use the following XPath:
all lexical information including comments, white space,
//function[name=”foo”]/ block/if[2].
preprocessor directives, etc. from the original sourcecode file. This permits transformation equality between

XPath can also be used to represent groups of
elements, such as all functions. The capability to use
XPath addresses is built into most XML tools and is used
extensively in XML transformation languages such as
XSLT. The XPath standard forms the base of the XML
query language XQuery.
Unlike the physical representation of an address that a
line number references, XPath addresses describe one of
many possible paths to a location. The XML elements
serve as reference points along the path. This makes
XPath addresses much more resilient to changes in other
parts of the document, unless they change the nested
XML elements.
A C++ source code to srcML translator has been
developed that takes advantage of the flexibility of the
srcML representation for robust and lightweight
conversion of C++ to srcML. Unprocessed source code
(source code before the C preprocessor is run) is
converted into the srcML format.
The translator uses a partial parsing approach based
on island grammars [24, 25] allowing for the insertion of
tokens around only the textual elements of interest, such
as the beginning and ending of a statement or an
identifier name. Textual items of little interest, such as
the operators in an expression, are not marked up. This
allows for very flexible parsing of well-formed source
code, i.e., source code with structural elements such as
semicolons and curly braces in the right place. This
allows it to be able to translate incomplete and noncompilable source.
The translator is written using a recursive-descent
parser permitting on-the-fly translation. Start elements
marking the beginning of a statement are issued before
the entire statement is parsed. This allows for the
integration into memory-efficient stream-oriented XML
processing (such as SAX) which is needed for scalability
and for integration into development environments.
A number of options currently exist for representing
source-code information (e.g., AST or ASG) in a XML
data format namely, GXL [11], CppML [21], ATerms
[28], GCC-XML, and Harmonia [3]. In these formats the
AST (actually an ASG) of the source code, as output
from a compiler intended for code generation, is stored in
a data XML data format. These XML data views of
source code, since they are based on the AST, are a
“heavyweight” format that requires complete parsing of
the original document and generation of the complete
AST. Closely related to srcML is Badros’ work on
JavaML [2], which is an XML application that provides
an alternative representation of Java source code. Other
work on source-code interchange formats includes the
work by Malton et al [20]. While this work is not an
XML application it has many of the same features as
srcML and the other formats described previously.

3.3. srcML Based Fact Extraction
In order to demonstrate the capabilities of the srcML
format, a lightweight fact extractor was created that
utilizes XML tools, such as XPath and XSLT, to extract
static information from C++ source code programs. The
srcML translator was used with source-code files from a
C++ Fact-Extractor Benchmark [26, 27] and the results
of those experiments are presented in [4].
The benchmark consisted of a number of test cases
and a number of different questions. Cases included
incomplete and non-compilable code. The benchmark
had previously been applied to a selection of C++ factextraction tools such as Acacia [1], Columbus [9], and
Cppx [7].
Overall the lightweight approach of using XPath to
query srcML documents with common XML tools was
quite reasonable in comparison to the published results of
the other parser-based tools. Our lightweight approach
performed as well as many of the heavyweight parsing
approaches. In addition the extraction of information in
XML allows for integration into other tools and for a
multitude of purposes. The work demonstrates that a
lightweight and robust source-code representation can be
queried for fact extraction using XPath.

4. Meta-Differencing
The format used to represent differences between
versions of a srcML document is called srcDiff. srcDiff
is an intensional version format [23] that embeds
versioning information as tags inside of a srcML
document. The difference documents contains both
versions of the source-code documents simultaneously
permitting querying and transformation that is an
extension of querying and transformation of srcML
documents.
Textual differences, as from the utility diff, are
mapped to locations in the srcML document. The
specific line changes are then mapped to source-code
elements. Because the line changes at the textual level
can crosscut the corresponding syntactic elements (e.g., a
deleted line may include the keyword “if” and the
condition of an if-statement) the syntactic elements must
be matched to the line change. The deletion of a
syntactic element may correspond to separate line
changes that occur far from one other, e.g., an ifstatement with a block.
These differences are marked in the srcDiff format
with the addition of new tags to indicate which srcML
elements are added to, or deleted from, the source code
along with which srcML elements are in both versions.
The addition of the version information allows for
queries on the differences between source-code
documents to be an extension of source-code queries on

srcML. Information
can be extracted that
summarizes
the
number or types of
changes, that is how
many
program
elements
were
deleted, added, or
replaced and what
kind of program
elements are changed.
Also supported are
queries involving the
location of changes
with
respect
to
program
elements,
e.g.,
how
many
changes are located in
a particular program
element such as a
particular method.

<diff:common>
<diff:old><cpp:include># include &lt;../trial1&gt;</cpp:include>
</diff:old><diff:new><cpp:include># include &lt;trial1&gt;</cpp:include>
</diff:new>
<comment type=”block”>/*
a function
<diff:old>2003</diff:old>
<diff:new>2004</diff:new>
*/</comment>
<function>int f(int a, int b, int c) <block>{
<diff:old><if>if (a == b) <block>{
<diff:common>
a = b;
b = c;
<diff:new>
total = total + a;
product = product * a;
</diff:new>
c = a;
</diff:common>}</block></if>
</diff:old>}</block></function>
</diff:common>

Figure 3. A srcDiff program fragment with selected srcML markup. Textual Deletions
are shown in strikethrough; textual additions are shown in bold.

4.1. srcDiff Format
The srcDiff format is a single multi-version sourcecode document with additional elements to mark version
differences. The original and modified versions of the
srcML representation of the source code are integrated
with version differences. Differences are marked by
XML elements inserted into the multi-version sourcecode document around the syntactical elements that were
added or deleted.
Figure 3 presents a fragment of a srcDiff document.
Textually deleted source code (and srcML) is shown in
strikethrough, added code is shown in bold. Critical
srcML elements are shown while a number are left out
for brevity. Notice the additional tags to support the
difference
(i.e.,
diff:common,
diff:old,
diff:new) these will be detailed in section 4.3.
In order to construct this single document we must
address the merging of the versions and at the same time
deal with marking of the differences. The merging of
srcML versions must produce well-formed XML, and the
difference elements must be inserted while preserving the
well-formed property.

4.2. Merging Document Versions
The srcDiff format contains all the elements from both
the original and modified versions of the source code
simultaneously. Elements that are common to both
deleted and added are combined in the same document.
This must be done in such a way as to preserve the wellformed properties of the resulting XML.

A srcML element from the original document interacts
with a srcML element from the modified version of the
document in a number of ways. The elements may not
overlap, that is one element must start and end before the
other starts. This occurs when a complete element is
deleted or added to the document, e.g., a complete
statement is added or deleted:
<if>...</if>...<while>...</while>

One element may be completely nested inside another
element. This occurs when an element is inserted inside
of an existing element or an element inside an existing
element is deleted, e.g., a statement is inserted or deleted
from the inside of a block in an if-statement:
<if> <expr_stmt> </expr_stmt> </if>

Finally, two elements may share a common ending
point. This occurs when the start of a statement is
deleted in one version and similar statement is added.
For example, a while-statement is replaced with an ifstatement but the contents of the statement (the contents
of the block) remained the same:
<if><block> <comment></comment>
<while> ... <block>
...
</block></while></if>

The ending tag of the block is shared between both
statements and the starting tag cannot be shared because
of the preceding comment.
For the well-formed cases, i.e., no overlap and nested
cases, integration of the two versions is straightforward.
The problem case of shared elements must be detected
and handled appropriately.

A solution to the shared element is simply to duplicate
the ending block:
<if><block><comment></comment>
<while><block>
...
</block></while></block></if>

Now that the different versions of the srcML
documents are integrated into a single document the
location of difference elements must be determined. In
the next section we examine the insertion of difference
elements into the document to mark these areas of
change.

4.3. Difference Elements
In order to mark where changes occurred in the
srcDiff document difference elements are inserted. The
difference elements are in their own namespace to allow
for easy detection apart from the srcML elements of the
source code. In the examples the namespace alias diff is
used. The namespace diff is composed of three elements:
• <diff:common> - Used to mark sections
containing srcML elements and source code that
are common to both versions of the document.
• <diff:old> - Used to mark sections
containing srcML elements and source code that
are present in the original version of the
document but deleted in the modified version.
• <diff:new> - Used to mark sections
containing srcML elements and source code that
are not present in the original version of the
document but added to the modified version.
An explicit element for replacement changes is not
used here because they can be detected by a
<diff:old> section followed immediately by a
<diff:new> section.
It is often necessary to nest these elements for wellformed XML. For example, if we delete an if-statement
but not the statements inside the if-statement block, then
we require an element <diff:old> around the ifstatement with a nested element <diff:common>
around the statements inside the block.
The difference elements, i.e., <diff:*>, form a
difference axis of the document. We can determine
which difference elements contain any point in the
document. A given location in the source code may exist
in more than one difference element since the difference
elements can be nested.
Interesting parts of the document can be extracted by
looking at the parent of an element along the difference
axis. Elements with a parent of type <diff:common>
along the difference axis are those that exist in both
documents.
Elements with a parent of type

<diff:old> along the difference axis are those that
only exist in the original version of the document and
elements with a parent of <diff:new> along the
difference axis are the elements that only exist in the
modified version of the document.
The different srcML versions of the document, i.e.,
original and modified version, can be extracted from the
srcDiff multi-version form of the document. The original
document is the text and markup with a parent element of
<diff:common> or <diff:old> along the
difference axis. The modified version of the document is
the text and markup with a parent element of
<diff:common> or <diff:new> along the
difference axis.

4.4. Mapping Changes to Difference Elements
A textual difference, such as a deleted line or range of
lines, maps to a range in the srcDiff document. If the
contents of the srcML elements (i.e., all elements and
text not in the difference axis) in this range is well
formed, then the textual difference can be directly
marked using the appropriate difference element, i.e.,
elements <diff:*>.
However a single textual
difference may cross-cut the syntactic structure of the
program (e.g., a line containing the start of a block is
deleted while the contents of the block remain). We
cannot directly mark this range of the document within a
difference element because it will lead to a document that
is not well-formed. A single textual difference (range)
and a single srcML element interact in the following
ways:
• well-formed - The srcML element is totally
contained in the range, i.e., both the start and end
tags of the element occur between the two points.
• start tag only - The srcML element starts in the
range (the start tag is contained in the range) but
does not end inside the range (the end tag for this
element is not in the range).
• end tag only - The srcML element ends in the
range (the end tag is contained in the range) but
does not start inside the range (the start tag for
this element is not in the range).
If only one of the tags for a single srcML element is
not inside of a range of a single textual difference then
the other tag must occur in a textual difference
earlier/later in the document. If not, than the version of
the document related to this difference (the original
version and <diff:old> or modified version and
<diff:new>) was not well formed. When crosscutting
occurs, combinations of textual differences must be
correctly matched to each other so that the appropriate
difference element can be wrapped around the section.

4.5. Generating srcDiff
The srcDiff format is constructed using the original
and modified version of the document in srcML. The
output of the utility diff between the original textual
versions of the documents is used to control the
combination of the two versions and to mark where
changes occurred.
The srcDiff format is generated with a Python
program using the libxml2 library for XML processing.
Because the simplest way to write the program is as a
stream the DOM (Document Object Model) was not
used. The SAX (Simple API for XML) was considered,
however it was not used since working with multiple
input streams is difficult to write using the event-driven
model of SAX. Instead of these traditional XML API’s
the “pull” API TextReader is utilized. TextReader allows
stream access to the document, which makes it
straightforward to navigate through multiple srcML
documents simultaneously. Like SAX it does not store
the entire document in memory at one time which makes
it more efficient for large documents.
Both srcML documents are processed in sections
common to both versions, they are taken from the
original srcML document in sections of deleted text, and
taken from the modified srcML document in sections of
added text. The decision to change sections is controlled
by the textual-difference information, while whether to
return from a nested section or embed a new section is
based on the current markup. The section changes are
marked with the difference elements, while the srcML
output is from the appropriate input stream.
In general, the textual differences control which
section the srcDiff translator processes. These textual
changes match well to the srcML markup since it closely
follows the text. However, since the textual differences
do not take into account the srcML markup some special
cases have to be handled for example, the end tag of a
line comment.

5. Case Study

KLOC of source code in over 400 C++ files for each
version. The most recent versions at the time of the
study, versions 1.4.0 and 1.5.1 are used in the case study.
The following steps were applied on a 3 GHz PC running
Linux:
1) The source code for both versions is first converted
to srcML using the srcML translator. This took
under two minutes for all 422 files from version
1.4.0 and all 423 files from version 1.5.1.
2) The utility diff is then individually applied to each
file in the older version and the matching file in the
newer version. This took 2 minutes for the 422 files.
3) For each file in the older version, the srcML of the
original file, srcML of the newer version, and the
output of the utility diff was used to build a
srcDiff file. This was only applied to files that had
differences between them. This took less than 10
minutes for the 144 files with changes.

5.1. Only Comment Change
Identifying changes in srcDiff documents is an
extension of querying of srcML documents. XPath
statements to find the program items of interest mixed
with difference elements allow us to automatically
determine the kind of changes that occurred. XPath
statements can be used to find comments that include
deleted text: //comment[.//diff:old]
Added text is found by comparison to diff:new. To
find comments that are in a changed section we need to
look at the context of the comment in terms of the
difference elements. XPath statements can be used to
find deleted comments:
//comment[ancestor::diff:*[1]
==ancestor::diff:old[1]]

The index of 1 refers to the parent along the difference
axis since XPath starts indexing at 1. Added comments
can be found in a similar manner by comparison to
diff:new. To determine if a change contains anything
other than comments the following statement is used:
//*[not(comment)][ancestor::diff:*[1]
!=ancestor::diff:common[1]]

In an attempt to validate our approach we performed a
case study regarding changes to a source-code document.
Current approaches to change analysis cannot easily
address these fairly simple questions:
Q1. Does the change only affect comments?
Q2. Are new methods added to an existing class?
Q3. Are there changes to pre-processor directives?

It is more direct to use XPath within an XSLT
program to filter comment changes and see what remains.
By applying an XSLT filtering program based on these
XPath statements to the srcDiff files for HippoDraw we
can automatically determine that the change from version
1.4.0 to 1.5.1 for the file ColorPlot.h only includes
comment changes.

Our approach is applied to an open source application,
HippoDraw [10], to demonstrate that these questions can
be addressed. HippoDraw is used to build data analysis
applications and it consists of both a library and an
application. The application contains approximately 60

5.2. New Method Added
In order to find new methods we first determine which
classes exist in both versions. We use the following to
extract the existing classes:

//class[ancestor::diff:*[1]
=ancestor::diff:common[1]]

An XPath statement is then be applied to these classes
to determine the names of new methods:
//function_decl[ancestor::diff:*[1]
=ancestor::diff:new[1]]/name

The command-line utility xpath allows us to execute
the first XPath statement to find the class and then apply
the second XPath statement to the result. By applying
the above XPath statement to the srcDiff files for
HippoDraw we can automatically determine that the
change from version 1.4.0 to 1.5.1 added the methods
setZoomPan, and isZoomPan to the class CutController
in the file CutController.h.

5.3. Preprocessor Change
In srcML, preprocessor directives are in a separate
namespace from the other language elements allowing
for easier processing as a group. All preprocessor
directives are in elements of the form <cpp:*> when
the namespace alias cpp is used. Since preprocessor
directives are on their own lines they can be directly
extracted. All deleted preprocessor directives can be
matched using the XPath statement:
//diff:old//cpp:*

All added preprocessor directives can be matched using
the XPath statement:
//diff:new//cpp:*

Specific directives, e.g., include, can be found and
specific information, e.g., included file name, can be
extracted using an XPath of the form:
//diff:old//cpp:include/cpp:file

By applying the above XPath statement to the srcDiff
files for HippoDraw we can automatically determine that
the change from version 1.4.0 to 1.5.1 to file
FunctionController.h additionally includes the file
axes/AxesType.h.

6. Limitations
Because the srcDiff translator uses textual differences
from the utility diff it has a line-based granularity of
differences. This leads to more changes than is actually
necessary, e.g., two lines of expressions with a single
variable difference. Further processing of individual
differences, such as comparing beginning and ending of
lines, could reduce this to a finer granularity level with
no increase in complexity. However, this can still miss
common sequences within the line. Only the application
of the LCS on the elements in the lines will permit true
fine-grained differencing. We are currently working on
how to integrate this into the srcDiff translator.
One of the goals of meta-differencing is to support a
variety of applications in the program analysis and

development areas. The use of the general infrastructure
of XML along with independent tools to convert from the
textual representations of both source-code documents
and the differences allows the use of meta-differencing
for a customizable variety of applications in a wide
variety of tools.
In terms of the analysis of differences, the metadifference format allows the exploration of the changes
that developers make to a specific project. This analysis
can be used for such things as difference categorization,
identification of program areas where changes are most
prevalent, and calculations of metrics.
Since the work is based on srcML it is currently
limited to C/C++ source code. However, C/C++ source
code, with its non-CFG (Context Free Grammar) and use
of the preprocessor, provides a particularly difficult case
compared to other languages. The results that are
generated by the application to C/C++ are applicable to
other languages, particularly procedural and objectoriented languages. In most cases, these other languages
will often provide an easier case.

7. Conclusions
Based on our initial investigations meta-differencing
proves to be a very useful, reasonably efficient, and
robust approach to supporting the analysis of source-code
differences. The lightweight XML approach is easy to
use and integrates well with other tools.
In general, the approach benefits the greater softwareengineering community by supporting both the analysis
of individual source-code differences and version
histories. This will support the automatic identification
of the specific syntactic nature of a change (e.g., a
conditional added to an if-statement), the creation of
software metrics based on a change, and assist in impact
analysis based on changes. Developers/researchers can
readily analyze what is actually happening during the
practice of software development and we hope our tools
will support the efforts to empirically analyze version
histories in a systematic fashion.
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